Health & Safety
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Protecting and keeping people safe is an essential part of any laundry’s operations.
There are significant consequences, from compensation and regulatory enforcement action to
criminal fines, for those who do not meet the required duties. To help businesses understand the
challenges, we are working with Willis Towers Watson who have created various mock trials.
This innovative training improves H&S governance and compliance standards whilst enhancing
an organisation’s ability to avoid or defend both regulatory action and civil compensation claims.
overview

who should attend

The aim is to provide attendees with an
understanding of the factors that can lead to
H&S civil compensation claims or regulatory
enforcement action. Mock trial training
blends seminar-based learning with audiovisual footage. The trials are heard by real
Crown Court Recorders and prosecuted and
defended by specialist practising barristers.
The evidence is unscripted to ensure the
mock trials are realistic and authentic.

Those involved in all aspects of H&S
strategies, including Directors and Senior
Leadership Teams of Operations, Finance,
Insurance, HR and H&S.

All trial training sessions offer Continuing
Professional Development points. They detail
what duties an organisation must meet and
explains how the civil and regulatory court
systems differ in terms of process, legal
burdens of proof, evidential weight and the
admissibility of evidence.

• What leads to regulatory enforcement
action against a person or organisation
who has responsibility or control of H&S
• The legalities that must be complied with
and the consequences of a breach
• The importance of evidence and how it
can influence the court
• How accident investigations can affect a
defence or witness’s credibility
• Witness’s performance and the pressures
they experience
• Best practice to avoid or defend against
regulatory action.

times & location Tuesday 10th January
2023, in Birmingham, venue TBC.
fee £100+VAT pp for members, £200+VAT
for non-members.

Due to an increase in the amount of fines
and prosecutions from the HSE, it’s more
important than ever for organisations
to evidence they have effective H&S
management systems in place.
gain experience and knowledge of

next steps To register your, or your colleagues, place on this course please get in contact by
email on events@tsa-uk.org along with your details.

